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The stoichiometric association constants for bicarbonate asso-

ciation with sodium, magnesium and calcium were derived from

measurements of the first apparent dissociation constant of carbonic

acid in concentrated electrolyte solutions having the ionic strength of

seawater. They led to a successful prediction of the first apparent

dissociation constant measured directly in artificial seawater. The

value of KHCO agrees with that determined by other workers. The
3

values of K* and K* are smaller than those calculated
MgHCO3 CaHCO3

from the Garrels and Thompson (1962) chemical model of seawater.

The stoichiometric association constants for carbonate associa-

tion with sodium, magnesium and calcium were obtained from poten-

tiometric measurements in concentrated solutions having the ionic

strength of seawater. The results were shown to apply to seawater.
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agrees with the estimates of Garrels and Thompson (1962)
a

but K' and K' are different. The results have been
MgCO3 CaCO3

interpreted by including, in addition to ion pairs, the triple ion

species Mg2CO32t Ca2CO3Z+, and MgCaCO3Z+.

A chemical model of seawater was calculated using the

experimentally determined association constants for sulfate, bicarbon-

ate and carbonate association with sodium, magnesium and calcium.

The distributions of the bicarbonate and the carbonate species differ

from the distributions calculated by Kester and Pytkowicz (1969) using

Garrels and Thompson's (1962) estimates of the bicarbonate and

carbonate as sociation constants.
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BICARBONATE AND CARBONATE ION ASSOCIATION WITH

SODIUM, MAGNESIUM AND CALCIUM AT Z5°C AND

O.7Z IONIC STRENGTH

I. INTRODUCTION

Seawater is a concentrated multicomponent electrolyte solution

consisting mainly of the salts NaC1, Na2SO4, MgCl2, CaCl2 and

NaHCO3 dissolved in water. To understand the physical and chemical

properties of seawater it is necessary to understand the interactions

of the major ions between themselves and between the solvent. The

Debye-Huckel Theory, which successfully accounts for many of the

physical and chemical properties of dilute electrolyte solutions, is not

applicable in concentrated solutions because several of the assumptions

required in its derivation are no longer valid (Robinson and Stokes,

1968).

Because of the lack of a fundamental theory to describe the

interactions of electrolytes in concentrated solutions, models have

been developed to explain certain chemical properties of these solu-

tions. In seawater, the chemical model, which describes the ion

interactions in terms of ion pair formation, has been used most often.

Garrels and Thompson (1962) made the first comprehensive

estimate of the major chemical species present in seawater at 25°C

and one atmosphere based on an ion pairing model. They used
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thermodynamic dissociation constants for the ion pairs and estimates

of the activity coefficients of free ions and ion pairs to calculate the

distribution of the chemical species in seawater. Further work by

Berner (1965), Thompson (1966), and Thompson and Ross (1966) con-

firmed several features of the Garrels and Thompson model.

Pytkowicz and Kester (1969) and Kester and Pytkowicz (1968,

1969, 1970) used an ion association model to account for the inter-

actions of sulfate with sodium, magnesium and calcium in concen-

trated solutions having the ionic strength of seawater and showed that

the association constants determined in simple salt solutions could be

used in seawater to calculate the distribution of the chemical species.

Their results were in substantial agreement with Garrels and

Thompson's (1962) but differed on the extent of sodium sulfate

as sociation.

The work of Garrels and Thompson (1962), Pytkowicz and Kester

(1969) and Kester and Pytkowicz (1968, 1969, 1970) has provided the

foundation for the present work. The specific effects of sodium,

magnesium and calcium ions on the first and second dissociation con-

stants of carbonic acid in solutions of constant ionic strength have been

interpreted in terms of ion association between the metal ions and the

bicarbonate and carbonate anions.

The relationship between the operationally defined hydrogen ion

activity in a solution and the true hydrogen ion activity is developed
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in Chapter II.

In Chapter III the variation of the first apparent dissociation

constant of carbonic acid, K' with solution composition in solutions

having a constant ionic strength is interpreted in terms of ion associa-

tion between the metal ions and the bicarbonate anion.

In Chapter IV the variation of the product of the first and second

apparent dissociation constants of carbonic acid, K' 1K'2, with solution

composition in solutions of constant ionic strength is explained by ion

association between the carbonate ion and the metal cations.

A chemical model of seawater is presented in Chapter V. This

model was calculated by using stoichiometric ion association constants

that were measured in concentrated electrolyte solutions having the

ionic strength of seawater.
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II. INTERPRETATION OF pH MEASUREMENTS IN

CONCENTRATED ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS

pH values of seawater and other concentrated electrolyte

solutions, defined relative to standard dilute buffers, do not yield

hydrogen ion activities, Nevertheless, the pH is a useful indicator of

relative acidity in concentrated solutions. When used in conjunction

with apparent equilibrium constants it can yield accurate concentra-

tions of pH dependent species because departures from a standard

hydrogen ion activity scale occur both when the apparent equilibrium

constants are determined and when they are applied and, therefore,

are cancelled out within the reproducibility of the pH measurement

(Pytkowicz, 1969). For this reason, the important characteristic of

a pH measurement is its reproducibility rather than its accuracy in

terms of hydrogen ion activity. Pytkowicz, Kester and Burgener

(1966) showed that pH measurements in seawater are reproducible to

± 0. 006 pH units when different glass electrodes are used with a corn-

mon reference electrode and are reproducible to ± 0 003 pH units

when a single glass electrode-reference electrode pair is employed.

The magnitude of the residual electrode potential developed

when a conventional pH electrode-reference electrode pair is trans-

ferred from a dilute buffer to a concentrated electrolyte solution is of

interest for an understanding of the behavior of electrodes and of the

meaning of pH in concentrated solutions such as seawater. In this



chapter the residual electrode potential developed when a conventional

pH electrode pair is transferred from a standard dilute buffer solution

to a NaC1-NaHCO3 solution having the ionic strength of seawater is

estimated. The required data are not available to obtain this quantity

directly in seawater. It will be shown, however, that the value derived

from the NaC1-NaHCO3 solution is applicable to seawater.

The assigned pH values of standard buffer solutions are probably

accurate to 0.01 pH units (Mattock and Band, 1967). Therefore,

within this accuracy, the pH of a solution, defined in terms of the

hydrogen ion activity, is given by the expression

(E -E)
5pH=pH+ ts

[(E.) - (E.)Jt is
-f

S

[(E) -(E)]at as
S

(1)

E is the potential of a conventional pH sensitive electrode pair, E. is

the liquid junction potential developed at the salt bridge-solution inter-

face, and Ea is the salt error developed at the pH sensitive glass

membrane due to the response of the glass to ions other than the

hydrogen ion. The subscripts t and s refer to the test solution and to

the standard buffer solution. S is the slope of the electrode pair

response, in mv/pH unit. The residual liquid junction and residual

salt error terms differ in sign because the liquid junction potential is

developed at the reference electrode and the salt error at the glass

electrode.



In test solutions where [(E.) - (E.) ] and [(E ) - (E ) ] arejs at as
equal to zero, (1) yields

IE -El
L

pHt=pH+ S

and PHt is related to the hydrogen ion activity of the test solution as

accurately as is aH in the standard solution.

In concentrated mixed electrolyte solutions, however, due to

the high ionic strength and difference in composition of the test solu-

tion relative to the standard solution, { (E.) (E.) ] is not equal toit is
zero and [ (E ) (E ) ] may also differ from zero. It is thereforeat as
useful to distinguish between aH the hydrogen ion activity, and X, an

operationally defined parameter (Kester and Pytkowicz, 1967). X is

defined by pX = -log X where pX is obtained from

[E -Elt sJpXt=pH+ S

Comparison with equation (1) shows that

Therefore,

[(E.) -(E.)l 1(E) -(E)]
JS- L at as

(2)pXt=pHt+ s s

- log (X) = - log (aH) - log k (3)

where log k represents the liquid junction and the salt error terms,



and
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X k(a ) (4)Ht

k is a constant for a given test solution, within the reproducibility of

the residual liquid junction and salt error.

When an apparent dissociation constant of a generic acid HA

is measured in seawater, one obtains

X[A] kaH[A]
K' [HA] [HA]

The same k appears, within the reproducibility of pH measurements,

when the pX of an oceanic sample is determined. Therefore, [A]

and [HA], determined from K, pX and the alkalinity, are not affected

by k. Still, k affects the deviation of X from aH and, thus, the inter-

pretation of the pH data in concentrated solutions. Apparent equilib-

rium constants are useful in oceanography because they are not

affected by processes such as the solution or precipitation of sparingly

soluble substances, due to the high ionic strength of the medium, and

because they are defined in terms of measurable quantities (Pytkowicz,

1969). The use of thermodynamic equilibrium constants to calculate

analytical concentrations requires estimates of stoichiometric activity

coefficients which are often poorly known as functions of ionic strength

and of ionic interactions in concentrated multielectrolyte solutions.

Although k cannot be evaluated exactly, an estimate of k can be



made by comparing the stoichiometric dissociation constants of a weak

acid which are determined from cells with and without liquid junction.

This calculation is not exact because a nonthermodynamic assumption

is required to estimate the value of the chloride ion activity coefficient.

Within the limits of this assumption, however, the comparison should

be useful to better understand and predict the behavior of pH electrodes

in concentrated solutions such as seawater.

Experimental

The first apparent (quasi-stoichiometric) dissociation constant

of carbonic acid was determined in a solution which was 0.720 molal

in NaCl and 0. 005 molal in NaHCO3 (see Chapter III). The apparent

dissociation constant was defined as:

x[Hco3]
K'1 [CO2*} (5)

where [CO2*] is the molality of the total molecular carbon dioxide,

CO2(aq) plus H2CO3, and {HCO3 ] is the analytical concentration of

the bicarbonate ion. K'1 was determined by a potentiometric titration

in which a conventional pH sensitive electrode pair with liquid junction

was used. The reference electrode was a Sargent calomel (#30080-

15C) with a ceramic frit liquid junction and the pH electrode was a

Sargent/Jena glass electrode (#30050-15). Electrode potentials were

measured using a potentiometric circuit similar to the one described



by Kester and Pytkowicz (1967), The sensitivity of the system was

within ± 0.01 my. Temperature was controlled at Z5 ± 0.03°C.

Results and Discussion

Harned and Bonner (1945) determined the first dissociation

constant of carbonic acid in NaCl solutions of ionic strength from 0. 1

to 1. 0 by potentiometric measurements in cells without liquid junction.

They defined the stoichiometric dissociation constant as

[H+] [Hc0]
K"1 (6)

where [H+] is the molal hydrogen ion concentration. They showed

that their results were consistent with the assumption that NaHCO3

has the same effect on the stoichiometric dissociation constant as an

equivalent amount of NaCl. Using this assumption, the results for K'
1

in the NaCl-NaHCO3 solution were compared with Harned and Bonner1 s

results for K"1 in 0.725 molal NaC1. From equations (4), (5) and (6),

it can be seen that K'1 and K"1 are related by

X[HCO31 kaH[HCO3] k[HJ[HCO3J
K'1 [CO*] [Co2*] [co2*] = k K"lH (7)

where
H

is the activity coefficient of the free hydrogen ion. Equation

(7) provided the basis for the estimate of k.
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H
was calculated from the relationship

2
'±HCl0 (8)

The mean activity coefficient of HC1 at infinite dilution in an NaCl

solution, "i' ±HC1,' was calculated from the equation

log y ±HC1
= log V

±HC10 + al2IHCl

(Harned and Owen, 1958). In (9), 1±HCl is the mean activity coeffi-

cient of HC1 in mixed NaC1-HC1 solutions, a is a constant at constant

ionic strength and is the HC1 contribution of the ionic strength of

the solutions. Harned and Owen (1958) present values of a12 as a

function of ionic strength and values of ±HCl in NaC1-HC1 solutions

having a constant 0.01 molal HC1 concentration (8). These values for

±HC1 and
2

were used to calculate log ±HC10 at ionic strengths

of 0.21, 0.51 and 1.01. The value of log '±HGl at 0.725 ionic strength

was obtained by means of the interpolation formula

1

-0.458 j2
log ±HCl 1 + 0. (10)

1 +

The coefficients of (10) were evaluated from the values of at

0. 51 and 1. 01 ionic strength. Equation (10) yielded a value of ±HCl0

that was within 0.5 percent of the calculated value at 0. 21 ionic

strength. The calculated value of '±HCl in NaG1 at 0.725 ionic
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strength is 0.735.

The activity coefficient of the chloride ion, required in (8), was

taken as equal to the mean activity coefficient of KC1 at 0. 725 ionic

strength (Garrels, 1967).
Cl = 0.62.4 was found from the data at

25°C in Robinson and Stokes (1968). This compares with a value of

0.64 calculated by Bates, Staples and Robinson (1970) from the hydra-

tion theory of activity coefficients. Then, from (8), is 0,866.

Harned and Bonner' s (1945) results for K"1 can be represented

by the equation ii
2S (d )212

f 0log K''1 = log K°1 + B I (11)
1 +

where log K°
1' Sf (d)2, and B are functions only of the temperature.

The equations for these quantities as a function of temperature are

presented in Harned and Bonner (1945). At 25°C and 0.725 ionic

strength, equation (11) yields K"1 1,100 x 1O6.

Three determinations of K'1 were made and the values 1.072 x

1.084 x 106 and 1.085 x 1O6 were obtained. An average value

for k of 1. 1 34 was obtained by introducing the data for K'
1'

K"1 and

into equation (7). It can be seen, by comparing equations (2) and

(3), that log k is the net residual electrode potential between the NaC1-

NaHCO3 test solution and the buffer divided by the glass electrode

slope, S, which was found to be 59.05 mv/pH unit. Therefore, the

residual potential [(E.) (E.) ] - [(E ) (E ) ] is -3.2 my,at as
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Bates (1964) used the Henderson equation to calculate the ideal

portion of the liquid junction potential between saturated KC1 and dilute

aqueous solutions at 25°C. He found that the ideal part of the liquid

junction potential between saturated KC1 and the standard dilute buffer,

0. 05 molal KH phthalate, is 2. 6 my. A similar calculation for the

ideal part of the liquid junction potential between saturated KC1 and the

test solution yields a value of -0.7 my. Limiting equivalent conduc-

tances were taken from Maclnnes (1961). The Henderson equation

yields a value for the ideal portion of the residual liquid junction

potential of -3.3 my which agrees well with the value of -3.2 my cal-

culated for the net residual electrode potential.

The use of limiting equivalent conductances with the Henderson

equation is not quite correct because of the concentration dependence

of ionic mobilities but Bates (1964) suggested that their use may tend

to partially compensate for the effect of activity coefficients on the

liquid junction potential. The agreement found above may reflect this

compensation if the residual salt error is small relative to the residual

liquid junction potential. Bates (1964) and Maclnnes (1961) show that

the glass electrode functions as a hydrogen electrode over the pH

range 2-8 and therefore, salt error potentials due to sodium ion

response of the glass electrode should be absent.

The present estimate of the net residual electrode potential in

NaCl may not apply to seawater because of the additional electrolytes
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present. However, Culberson, Pytkowicz and Hawley (1970) deter-

mined the activity coefficient of the free hydrogen ion in artificial

seawater and found values of 0.96 at 26. 7%o salinity and 1. 01 at

34. 6%o salinity. The activity coefficient was determined from

operationally defined pH measurements and corresponds to the quantity

ky The value of ky
H

calculated from the present work in NaCl is

0.98 which agrees reasonably well with the measured value in sea-

water. This agreement suggests that the estimates of k and of

for the NaC1 solution are also reasonable estimates for seawater.
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III. BICARBONATE ASSOCIATION WITH SODIUM, MAGNESIUM AND

CALCIUM AT 25°C AND 0.72 IONIC STRENGTH

Theory

The equations required for the determination of the stoichio-

metric bicarbonate association constants will be derived in this

section.

The first apparent (quasi-stoichiometric) dissociation constant

of carbonic acid is defined as

X(HCO3)T
K'1 (CO2*) (12)

X is the operational hydrogen ion activity (Pytkowicz, Kester and

Burgener, 1966; Pytkowicz, 1969), (HCO3)T is the molal concen-

tration of the total (free plus associated) bicarbonate ion and (CO2*)

represents (CO2(aq) + H2CO3) on a molal basis, as defined by

Lyman (1956). The thermodynamic dissociation constant is

aH aHCO
K° = (13)

1 aCO aHO

a represents the activity of the subscripted species. aH and X are

related through the expression
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X=kaH. (14)

k is determined by the changes in the liquid junction and salt error

potentials developed when a pH sensitive glass electrode and a refer-

ence electrode with liquid junction are transferred from a dilute buffer

to a test solution in which K'
1

is being determined or applied. From

(12), (13) and (14), K'1 and K°1 are related by

k f aHO
K' K

1 Hco3
01 (15)

In (15), f0 is the activity coefficient of total molecular GO2,
2

Hco is the total bicarbonate ion activity coefficient and aH is the
3 2

activity of water in the solution under study.

The activity of bicarbonate ion, based on the ion association

model, can be formulated in the following ways:

aHGO = (HGO3) = (HG03 )T HGO (16)

(HCO3) and represent the molal concentration and the activity
3

coefficient of the free bicarbonate ion while (HG03 )T and cor-
3

respond to the total ion concentration and activity coefficient

(Pytkowicz, Duedall and Gonnors, 1966). The total or analytical

concentration is the sum of the individual species
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(HCO3)T (HCO3) + (NaHGO30) + (MgHCO3) + (CaHCO3+)

(17)

The concentrations of the various association products are

related to the free ion concentrations by the stoichiometric association

constants

=

(v +)(MHCO3 'M ''HCO
tT

(M (HCO3) MHCO3
'MHCO3 [ff

where KHCQ represents the thermodynamic association constant
3

for ion pair formation and Y is the free ion activity coefficient of the

subscripted species. It is assumed in the ion association model that

free ion activity coefficients are independent of solution composition at

a given effective ionic strength, an assumption which was justified by

the experimental results of Kester and Pytkowicz (1969). Therefore,

at constant temperature and pressure, K* depends only upon the

effective ionic strength.

By combining (16), (17) and (18), HCQ can be expressed as

HCO3

+ K*HCO3
[1 + (Nat) + CaHCO3a)]NaHCO

(19)

and substitution of (18) into (15) yields
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K'
+K *1 = K" [1+K HCO

(Na+)
IaHOfCO 1

(20)

with K"1 = k K°l/YHCO. Equation (20) provides the working relation-

ship between K
1'

the free metal concentrations, and the stoichio-

metric bicarbonate association constants. K"1 is a constant at a given

ionic strength if Y HCO
, the free bicarbonate ion activity coefficient,

3

and k are independent of solution composition and depend only upon

effective ionic strength. These assumptions appear reasonable since

Pytkowicz and Kester (1969) found that K0 , the stoichiometric

association constant for the formation of NaSO4, was independent of

solution composition in NaCl-Na2SO4 of constant effective ionic

strength.

The evaluation of K'
1
/aH 0f0 in solutions of varying compo-

2 2

sition but constant effective ionic strength leads to a system of

equations of the form

[K1
1

aHOICO]

H'1 1

H2OICO2jn

+ 2+ 2+
=K"1[ 1+KaHGO(Na ) ) +K* (Ga

3
1 1 GaHCO

(21)

+K* +K*=K"1[ 1+K HCO(Na n n CaHCOa)n1

which can be solved for the stoichiometric association constants and K"



The compositions of the test solutions are presented in Table 1

They were aqueous solutions of sodium sulfate and of sodium, magne-

slum and calcium chloride having an effective ionic strength of 0. 72.

Indications are that chloride does not associate significantly with

these cations (Kester and Pytkowicz, 1969). The sodium sulfate

solution was required because the extent of metal ion association with

bicarbonate is slight in the chloride solutions and, consequently, the

free metal concentrations are not independent but are related through

the ionic strength. Determination of K'
1

in sodium sulfate provided

the additional relationship required for a unique solution of the system

of equations in (21).

Next, it will be shown how K' which is required for the

determination of the bicarbonate association constants, was obtained.

The total carbon dioxide, TCO2 = (CO2*) + (HCO3 )T + (GO32)T is

related to the apparent dissociation constants of carbonic acid by the

expre s sion

(HCO3)T[X2+ XK'1 + K'1K'2]
(22)TGO2= XK'1

where K'2 is the second apparent dissociation constant of carbonic

acid (Skirrow, 1965). The carbonate alkalinity is related to the

apparent dissociation constants by the expression

CA = (HCO3)T + 2(C032)
(HG03)T[X + 2K'2]

(23)
T X



Table 1. Composition of the test solutions used for the determination of KT
1'

in molal units.

Test (NaZSO4)T (NaCl)T (MgCl2) (CaClZ)T (NaHCO3)T (Nat) (Mg2) (Cafl) (HCO)
Solution
Number xlO xlO

1 0.3702 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 5.00 0.5494 0.0000 0.0000 4.33

2 0.0000 0.7200 0.0000 0.0000 5.00 0.7192 0.0000 0.0000 4.18

3 0.0000 0,4800 0.0800 0.0000 5.00 0.4845 0.0795 0.0000 3.98

4 0.0000 0.2400 0.1600 0.0000 5.00 0.2448 0.1590 0.0000 3.79

5 0.0000 0.0000 0.2400 0.0000 5.00 0.0050 0.2386 0.0000 3.62

6 0.0000 0.6300 0.0000 0.0300 5.00 0.6343 0.0000 0,0298 4.07

7 0,0000 0.4800 0.0000 0.0800 5.00 0.4845 0.0000 0.0794 3.89

8 0.0000 0.0000 0.1900 0.0500 5.00 0.0050 0.1889 0.0497 3.58

9 0.0000 0.0000 0.1400 0.1000 5.00 0.0050 0.1392 0.0993 3.54

ASW 0.0315 0.4659 0.0597 0.01195 5.00 0.5211 0.05317 0.01056

I-



Elimination of (HG03
T between (22) and (23) yields

rK' K'2
-

2K' 1K' 2TG02

XGA

TCO K'
-K'

CA

20

(24)

The importance of the term in the brackets relative to X diminishes as

X increases and equation (24) is reduced to

TGO K'
X- -K'

GA
(25)

when the pH of the test solution is sufficiently low and carbonate does

not contribute significantly to TCO2 and GA. It can be seen from

equation (25) that X will vary linearly with 1/GA during titration with

HG1 if TGO2 and K'1 remain constant. In the present experiments

TGO2 was maintained constant by titrating in a cell completely filled

with test solution (Figure 1). The volume of titrant added amounted

to approximately one percent of the solution volume so that changes

in K'
1

due to dilution were not significant. Thus, K'
1

can be obtained

from plots of X versus 1/GA at low pH values.

Experimental and Calculation Procedures

The test solutions were prepared by weight, corrected to weight

in vacuum. Reagent grade NaGl and Na2SO4 were dried and weighed

as the solid salts while MgGl2, GaCl2 and Na2GO3 were added from
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Figure 1. Water jacketed titration cell.
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standard stock solutions. The stock chloride solutions were standard-

ized by the Mohr titration (Blaedel and Meloche, 1957). The standard

Na2CO3 solution was prepared by weight from Mallinckrodt Primary

Standard Na2CO3 (Lot #SNL, 99.96 percent Na2CO3) which had been

dried for two hours at 2800 C and cooled in a vacuum desiccator. The

pH of test solutions containing calcium was adjusted to approximately

6 by solution of CO2 (Coleman Grade, 99.99 percent) before CaCl2 was

added, to prevent precipitation of CaCO3. The pH of all test solutions

was adjusted to a value below 6 prior to titration. The HC1 titrant was

standardized by potentiometric titration of primary standard Na2CO3

Electrode potentials were measured using a potentiometric

circuit similar to the one described by Kester and Pytkowicz (1967).

The sensitivity of the system was within ± 0.01 my.

The titrations were performed in the cell shown in Figure 1.

The cell was constructed from a 200 ml Berzelius beaker fitted with

a water jacket, to allow for a temperature control of ± 0.03°C. The

barrel of a 5 ml ground glass syringe was cut off and mounted hori-

zontally in the cell with epoxy cement. The piston of the syringe was

displaced as titrant was added, eliminating the need for an air space

to take up the titrant volume. The piston of the syringe displaced

about 4 ml of test solution and was lubricated by a thin film of solution.

A pH electrode (Sargent #S-30050-15C), a reference electrode having

a porous ceramic plug liquid junction (Sargent #S-30080-15C) and a
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thermometer were fitted tightly into a rubber stopper which had been

machined to fit into the beaker. A small hole was provided in the

stopper to accept the syringe needle of the titration buret and to

allow for overflow of test solution upon filling of the cell. Electrode

potentials in a standard buffer solution were the same in the titration

cell as they were in an ordinary thermostated beaker.

The titration procedure was as follows. First, the pH electrode

pair was standardized in buffer solution (National Bureau of Standards

buffer 185d having an assigned pH of 4 008 at 25°C). Next, the titra-

tion cell was completely filled with test solution and the electrodes

were allowed to equilibrate until the potential changed by less than

0. 1 my per hour. Then, the solution was titrated with standard HC1

from a calibrated syringe buret (Gilmont #Sl200). Finally, the elec-

trodes were returned to the buffer solution and the amount of test

solution titrated was determined by weight. The electrodes were

thoroughly rinsed with the new solution when they were transferred

between solutions.

The pH at each point on the titration curve was calculated from

the expression
(E -E)

t SpHtpH+ S

pH is the assigned pH of the standard buffer solution, E is the

electrode potential in the test solution and S is the slope of the
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electrode pair in two standard buffer solutions (National Bureau of

Standards buffer 185d having an assigned pH of 4.008 at 25°C and

buffers 186-1-b and 186-11-b having an assigned pH of 7.413 at 25°C)

expressed in mv/pH unit. E is the electrode potential in the standard

buffer solution. E was determined before and after each titration.
S

When E varied, E at each point on the titration curve was calculated
S S

by assuming that the variation was linear with time. Normally, E

changed by less than 0.10 my and never by more than 0.16 my.

The equivalents of titration alkalinity initially present in the

titration cell were calculated from the weight and the composition of

the test solution. The titration alkalinity at each point in the titration

was obtained from the equivalents of alkalinity initially present minus

the equivalents of HC1 added. The equivalents of carbonate alkalinity

were calculated from the expression CA = TA + (H+) eq where
eq eq T

= (H+)eq + (HSO4 )eq represents the equivalents of total hydro-

gen ion present in the test solution.

The contribution of (HSO4) to (H+)T was estimated by determin-

ing , the apparent dissociation constant of HSO4, in a 0.3702
4

molal Na2SO4 solution containing no carbonate alkalinity. K50 was

defined as = X(5042 )T/(HSO4 ) where (S042) is the total

sulfate concentration corrected for HSO4 formation. K50 was
4

determined by a potentiometric titration of the test solution with

standard HC1. A value of (6.7 ± 0.3) x 102 was found. The free
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hydrogen ion contribution to (H+)T, (H+), was calculated from (H+)

X/fH where H
is the free hydrogen ion activity coefficient. Culberson,

Pytkowicz and Hawley (1970) determined in artificial seawater of

26.7 and 34.6% salinity and found values of 0.97 and 1.01, respectively.

The ionic strength of the test solutions corresponds to seawater of

37. 6%o salinity and = 1. 0 was used in this work.

The linearity of X versus i/CA, indicated by equation (25), is

shown in Figure 2. To test the titration data for departures from

linearity, the slope of X versus 1 /CA was calculated, by least squares,

from the first three titration points. Then, the fourth data point was

combined with the first three and the slope was recomputed. This

procedure was repeated until all data points had been used in the cal-

culation of the slope. Trends in the data would be indicated by a

systematic variation of the slope as additional data points were included

in the calculations. If the value of TCO2K'
1

from the successive calcu-

lations did not vary by more than 0. 5 percent, the value of the slope

obtained from all of the data points was used to calculate K' r K'
1

was

calculated at each point on the titration curve from the expression

K'
1

= (TCO2K'
1
/CA) - X and K'

1
was taken as the average of the

individual values.

Values of f0 in NaCl and Na2SO4 test solutions were calculated
2

from the CO2 solubility data of Markham and Kobe (1941) . f0 is
2

given by
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Figure 2. X versus i/CA from the titration of a 0. 7200 m
NaC1 and 0. 005 m NaHCO3 solution with HC1 at
25° C.
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So

f-i' (26)CO2= S

where S° and S are the solubilities of CO2 in distilled water and in the

test solution. We assumed that the activity coefficient of molecular

CO2 in all chloride test solutions used in this work was the same as

that in a NaC1 solution of the same effective ionic strength, because

the solubilities of CO2 in MgC12, NaC1-MgC12, NaC1-CaCl2 and

Mg012-CaC12 solutions are not available (see Chapter IV).

The activity of water in the single salt solutions was calculated

from the osmotic coefficient data presented by Robinson and Stokes

(1968), by use of the equation

0
lnaHO=

2

is the number of ions per molecule of salt, m is the molality of the

salt solution and WH 0 is the molecular weight of water. The activ-
2

ity of water in the mixed electrolyte solutions was calculated from the

additivity relation of Robinson and Bower (1965). This relation can be

expressed as

r0 i 1

L

-p)1m1 (p
aHO = p/p° = 1 + 0 I

p p j

(p° -p) is the molal vapor pressure lowering of the single salt solution



denoted by the subscript, I indicates that the molal vapor pressure

lowering is calculated at the ionic strength of the mixed solution and

m is the molality of the subscripted salt in the mixed solution. p° is

the vapor pressure of distilled water.

Results and Discussion

The results of the determinations of K' and of the calculations

of f0 and aH are presented in Table 2.
2 2

The free cation ion concentrations are not independent but are

related through the ionic strength since the extent of bicarbonate

association is small in the chloride solutions. For this reason

K' l/aH 0f0 should vary linearly with magnesium concentration in
2 2

NaC1-MgC12 solutions, if NaHCO3° and MgHCO3+ are the only impor-

tant association products present in the solutions. In effect,

+ 2+
I I (NaiT +

3(MgZ+)
(Na ) + 3(Mg ) (27)

e

+ 2+where (Na ) and (Mg ) represent the free molalities and I is the

effective ionic strength (Pytkowicz and Kester, 1969) . Also,

K'
1 + 2++K* (Mg )1 (28)*

aHOfCO
=K"1[l+ KaHCO (Na MgHCO3

Substitution of (Na+) from (27) into (28) yields
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Table 2. Values of K'1, f0 and aH o
at 25°C and 0.72 ionic

strength. 2 2

Test
Solution* fO

2
aH

2

K
1

x o6

K'
1

aHOfCO

6xlO
(measured)

K'
1

aHOfO

6xlO
(calculated)**

1 1.292 0.983 1.161 0.914 0.914
1.161 0.914

2 1.178 0.972 1.072 0.936 0.951
1.084 0.947
1.085 0.947

3 1.178 0.977 1.140 0.991 1.001
1.160 1.008

4 1.178 0.981 1.199 1.037 1.050
1.243 1.075
1.244 1 075

5 1.178 0.986 1.250 1.076 1.098
1.278 1.100

6 1.178 0.974 1.145 0.998 0.979

7 1.178 0.977 1.170 1.017 1.023

8 1.178 0.986 1.290 1.111 1.112

9 1.178 0.986 1.307 1.125 1.126

The compositions of the test solutions are presented in Table 1.
**The values of (K'l/aH2,OfO2) x iü6 predicted from the bicarbonate

association model by means of equation (20). A comparison of the
predicted and the measured values indicates that only ion pairs,
rather than higher order association, is needed to explain the
measured values of K'1.
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K'1 2++ (K* -3Kg
aHOfCO

= K"1[ 1 + KaHCOIe MgHCO3 Q)(Mg )J.

K'
1
/aH 0f0 as a function of magnesium concentration is presented

2 2

in Figure 3 and is linear with magnesium concentration, within the

scatter in the values of K' This linear relationship supports the

validity of the ion association model as an adequate formal represen-

tation of the behavior of activity coefficients and equilibrium constants

(Pytkowicz and Kester, 1969) and suggests that f0 in the chloride
2

solutions remains constant at a given effective ionic strength.

Table 3 contains the values of K"1 and the stoichiometric

bicarbonate association constants obtained from (21), using the values

Table 3. Values of K'1 and of the bicarbonate association constants
at 25°C and 0.72 ionic strength. The procedure for esti-
mating the uncertainty of the values is presented in the text.

K"1 106 0.79 ± 0.01

K* 0.280± 0.01NaHCO3

1.62 ± 0.03MgHCO3

1.96 ± 0.03CaHCO3

of K
1
/aH 00 from Table 2 and the free metal concentrations

2 2

shown in Table 1. These free metal concentrations were corrected
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Figure 3. K1l/aH as a function of magnesium concentration in NaC1_MgCl2 solutions at

2 2
25° C and 0. 72 ionic strength.
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for bicarbonate ion association by an iteration procedure. First, the

bicarbonate association constants were estimated from the metal con-

centrations corrected for sulfate association only. Next, these pre-

liminary bicarbonate association constants were used to calculate the

free bicarbonate ion concentrations from the equation

(HCO3) =
(HCO3)T

[i + KaHCO (Na+) + (MgZ+) + KHCO(CaZ+)}

Finally, the actual free metal concentrations were obtained from

(M)T
(M)=

[1 + K* (SO42) +MSO4 MHCO3CO3fl

The values of (M) were used to calculate K"1 and the bicarbonate

association constants which are presented in Table 3. This was done

on a computer by seeking the least squares solution of the system of

equations represented by (21).

The average coefficient of variation of the replicate determina-

tions of K' was one percent. Therefore, the sensitivity of the bicar-

bonate association constants to scatter in the data was tested by using

values K'
1
/aH that were either one percent larger or one

2 2

percent smaller than the average measured ones. The effect of this

variation on the association constants is reflected in the ranges given
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in Table 3.

The values of KHCO determined in this work, those obtained
3

from the results of Garrels and Thompson (1962) and K*NaHGO3

measured by Butler and Huston (1970) are presented in Table 4. The

values of K HCO determined by different workers are in gooda

agreement considering that different assumptions were used to obtain

them.

The present results for KgHcQ and KHCQ suggest that

calcium associates more strongly than magnesium with bicarbonate,

in contrast to those based upon the estimates by Garrels and

Thompson (1962), and that the extent of association for both cations

is slighter than would be predicted by these authors. Greenwald's

(1941) calculations also indicate that calcium association with bicar-

bonate is stronger than magnesium association and Kester and

Pytkowicz (1969) found that was slightly larger than

The relative strengths of magnesium and calcium association probably

reflect the radii of the hydrated cations, as was suggested by Nancollas

(1966). Robinson and Stokes (1968) present hydration numbers and ion

size parameters for MgC12 and GaC12, which have been derived from

the hydration theory of activity coefficients. These parameters

suggest that the hydrated radius of calcium ions is smaller than the

hydrated radius of magnesium ions. Therefore, calcium ions can be

expected to interact more strongly with anions than magnesium.



Table 4. Comparison of stoichiometric bicarbonate association constants at 25° C

I (S%o)*

NaHCO3

This work 0.72 37.6 0.280 ± 0.01

Garrels and Thompson 0.66 34. 3 0.26
(1962)

Butler and Huston 0.5 0.39 ± 0.15
(1970) 1.0 0.21 ± 0.05

K/1gHCo

1.62± 0.03

5.22

* The salinity of seawater that would have the corresponding ionic strength.

K*

1.96 ± 0.03

5.10
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Garrels and Thompson used thermodynamic constants for the

dissociation of MgHGO3+ and CaHCO3+ which were calculated by them

from apparent dissociation constants measured at 0.15 ionic strength

by Greenwald (1941) and from estimates of the individual activity

coefficients of Ca, Mg, HCO3, CaHCO3+ and MgHCO3t No

activity coefficient estimates were needed in this work.

The present results can be used to calculate the relative distri-

bution of the bicarbonate species in seawater. For example, the

percentage of (HCO3)T present as (NaHCO30) is

KCO(Na+) 100
%(NaHGO3° )=

(Na)+K* +)]
[1+K HCO Mg

Table 5 contains the percentage of distribution of the bicarbonate

species in seawater of 34. 8%o salinity calculated from the present

Table 5. Percentage distribution of the bicarbonate species in sea-
water of 34.8%o salinity at 25°C.

Species This work Garrels and Thompson (1962)

(HCO3) 81.4 70.4

(NaHCO30) 10.7 8.6

(MgHCO3+) 6.4 17.7

(CaHCO3+) 1.5 3.3
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results and from those of Garrels and Thompson (1962). The free

metal ion concentrations were taken from Kester and Pytkowicz (1969).

The results in Table 5 indicate that the amount of bicarbonate ion

association with sodium and calcium is in reasonable agreement with

Garrels and Thompson' s estimates but that there is substantially less

bicarbonate ion association with magnesium than they calculated.

KT was determined in a solution having approximately the same

relative composition as seawater, to test the applicability of the bicar-

bonate association model to artificial seawater. The solution compo-

sition is presented in Table 1. The specific composition relative to

chloride, in gm/gm Cl was, (SO42 )T/Cl= 0.1413,
(MgZ+)/Cl

0.0678, (Na)T/Cl = 0.5733 and (Ca2)T/Cl = 0.0224. Culkin (1965)

presented values for the mass ratios of open ocean water which are

0.1400, 0.0668, 0.5556 and 0.0213, respectively. The effective ionic

strength of this solution was 0.722, which corresponds to that of

natural seawater of 37.6%o salinity. K'1 was determined by the methods

described earlier, which are independent of any assumptions regarding

ion association. The contribution of (H+)T to the total alkalinity was

estimated from the values of K50 and H
at 34 . 6%o salinity (Culber-

son, Pytkowicz and Hawley, 1970). The absolute accuracy of this

+estimate is not important since the contribution of (H to TA is less

than one percent in the experiments. The values of K'
1

x 1 o6 found

from four separate determinations were 1.094, 1.140, 1.136 and 1.143.
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From Table 3 and equation (20), the expression relating the

bicarbonate association constants and K'
1

is

K'1 x 106 O.792[1+O.28O(Na)+l.62(Mg2)+1.96(Ca2)]aQf0

(29)

which leads to K'1 x 106 = 0.992aHOfO when the free metal concen-

trations from Table 1 are entered into (29). aH was calculated from
2

Robinson's (1954) equation

aHO p/p° 1 9.206 x 10 4(C1%o) - 2.36 x 106(C1%0)2

and found to be 0.980. Buch's table of the solubilities of CO2 in sea-

water and in distilled water (Riley and Skirrow, 1965) and equation

(26) yield f0 = 1. 171 in seawater of 37. 6%o salinity while Murray
2

and Riley's (1971) values for the solubility in seawater and distilled

water yield f0 = 1.190. The values of K'
1

x 106 obtained from the

ion association model which was determined in simple solutions are

1.138 and 1. 156 based on Buch and Murray and Riley. These results

are in good agreement with the average value K'
1

x 1 o6 = 1. 128

measured directly in the artificial seawater and support the validity

of the ion association model.



IV. CARBONATE ASSOCIATION WITH SODIUM, MAGNESIUM

AND CALCIUM AT 25°C AND 0.72 IONIC STRENGTH

Theory

The first apparent dissociation constant of carbonic acid is

defined as
X(HCO3

T
K

1 (CO2) . (30)

X is the operationally defined hydrogen ion activity, (HCO3)T is the

rnolal concentration of total (free plus associated) bicarbonate and

(CO2*) = (CO2) + (H2CO3). The second apparent dissociation constant

Is

X (CO
2)

K'2= . (31)
(HCO3

T

An equation relating K' 1K'
2

to the stoichiometric carbonate association

constants will be derived next and it will be shown that the association

constants can be derived from experimental values of K' 1K'2.

The first and second thermodynamic dissociation constants of

carbonic acid are defined by

aH aHCO
K° =

3 (32)
1 aCO aHO

itii
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aH a00
K°

3
(33)

2 aHCO

where a represents the activity of the subscripted species. a00
2

is the quantity that is determined in measurements of the activity of

dissolved carbon dioxide as 002 and H2003 are not considered sepa-

rately (Maclnnes, 1961).

aH and X are related through the expression

X=kaH (34)

where k is determined by the changes in the liquid junction and salt

error potentials developed when a pH sensitive glass electrode and

reference electrode with liquid junction is transferred from a standard

dilute buffer to the test solution.

From equations (30)-(34) one obtains

k2 f02 aHO
K° K° (35)K'1K'2 f003 1 2

where is the activity coefficient of the total molecular CO2 and
2

f00 is the total activity coefficient of the carbonate ion.
3

According to the ion association model, the activity of the

carbonate ion can be expressed by



a0 = (C032)'Yco (C032)T CO3 (36)

where (GO32) is the concentration of the free carbonate ions and

is the corresponding activity coefficient. (GO32)T and

are the total carbonate ion concentration and the total activity coeffi-

cient (Pytkowicz, Duedall and Connors, 1966). Also,

(C032)T = (GO32) + (NaCO3 ) + (MgCO30) + (GaCO30)

and for the reaction

MCO

M +CO32 = MCO3(V+2)

(v+2)
(MCO3

(MV+)(GO3Z)

MCO
= KCO

MCO3

(37)

(38)

M is the generic metal ion, is the thermodynamic associa-
3

tion constant for ion pair formation and ' is the free ion activity

coefficient of the subscripted species.

From (36), (37) and (38)

,CO3
(39)

CO * (Na+) + K* (MgZ+) + K* (CaZ+)]3 [1+KNaCO3 MgCO3 CaCO3

and substitution of (39) into (35) yields
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K1K2 k2K°1K°2 +

CaCOaHOfCO
[l+K 0(Na )+Kg0(MgZ+)+K* (Ca)]

Na

(40)

This equation provides the basic relationship between K' 1K'2, the free

metal concentrations and the stoichiometric carbonate association

constants.

It is assumed in this work that and k are independent of
3

solution composition at a given ionic strength. The validity of these

assumptions was verified by Pytkowicz and Kester (1969), Kester and

Pytkowicz (1969) and Hawley and Pytkowicz (In preparation) who found

that the apparent (stoichiometric) association constants for NaSO4,

NaHCO30, MgHCO3+ and CaHCO3+ were independent of solution corn-

position at a given ionic strength and applied to seawater as well as to

simple solutions. Also, Kester (1969) observed that a liquid junction

did not affect the measured extent of association in NaC1-Na2SO4

solutions. With these assumptions, equation (40) may be written in

the form

K'iKJZ gZ+ 2+

aHOfGO
K" K" [1+K* (Na+)+K* (M )+K (Ca )]

1 2 NaCO3 MgCO3 CaCO3

(41)

where K" K" and the K*I s are constants at fixed effective ionic

strength, temperature and pressure. The measurement of K' 1K'2 in





Table 6. Data used to determine the carbonate association constants at 25°C and 0.72 ionic strength.

K'

Solution Free metal concentrations 2(1 +
pK'2) f0 aH aHOfCO

number
+ 2+ 2+ corrected 2 2

16(Na ) (Mg ) (Ca ) for x 10
uncorrected dilution measured calculated

1 0.5451** 0.0000 0.0000 7.843 7.842 1.292 0.983 1.630 1.615
7.846 7.845 1.608
7.846 7.845 1.608

2 0.7200 0.0000 0.0000 7.825 7.824 1.178 0.972 1.964 1.977
7.826 7.825 1.955

3 0.6000 0.0400 0.0000 7.651 7.649 1.178 0.974 4.388 4.217
4 0.4800 0.0800 0.0000 7.547 7.545 1.178 0.977 7.062 7.058

7.554 7.552 6.838
5 0.2400 0.1600 0.0000 7.389 7.387 1.178 0.981 14.56 14.55

7.386 7.384 14.76
7.392 7.390 14.42

6 0.0000 0.2400 0.0000 7.280 7.275 1.178 0.986 24.26 24.44
7.277 7.272 24.60

7 0.6300 0.0000 0.0300 7.599 7.597 1.178 0.974 5.58 5.87
8 0.5700 0.0000 0.0500 7.505 7.503 1.178 0.975 8.59 8.47
9 0.0000 0.2200 0.0200 7.269 7.264 1.178 0.986 25.53 26.57

10 0.0000 0.1900 0.0500 7.236 7.231 1.178 0.986 29.71 29.28

**Solution was 0. 3702 molal Na2SO4. Free sodium ion concentration was calculated using Pytkowicz and
Kester' s value of K*

NaSO4
(.J
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(Weyl, 1961; Kester and Pytkowicz, 1967). p represents the equiva-

lents of cations minus the equivalents of anions that do not interact

with H+. N(X) represents the equivalents of all the species other than

the carbonic acid ones which interact with H+ and (HCO3 )T + Z(CO3)T

is the carbonate alkalinity, CA. N(X) is a constant at a given value of

The carbonate alkalinity can be expressed as

X + 2K'2
CA= (HCO3)T X

and the total carbon dioxide as

TCO2 = (HCO3)T

The ratio TCO2/CA is

= P - N(X)

X2+XK' +K' K'

TCO
2 yo

CA P-N(X)

XK'
1

Yo

x2+ XK' +K'K'2
XK'1+ 2K'1K'2

If NaHCO3 is added to the test solution and X remains constant,

then the following equation is obeyed provided that the addition is

small enough not to significantly alter the salinity:

TCO2 Yo y0+ y x2+ XK'1+ K'1K'2

CA P - N(X) P - N(X) + y XK'1 + 2K'1K'2 (42)
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In (42), y represents the changes in TCO2 and CA produced by the

addition of the NaHCO3. From (42) it follows that y° P N(X) and

that

TCO

CA
=1=

X2+ XK'+ K'1K'2
XK' + 2K' K'

1 12

Expansion of (43) gives X (K' 1K'2)2 or pH - (pK'
1

+ pK'2).

Experimental

(43)

The titration cell, electrometer circuit and test solutions were

described in Chapter III, although in the present work the solutions

were prepared with CO2 free distilled water and had no initial carbon-

ate alkalinity.

The cell was completely filled with test solution to avoid

exchange of CO2 and the pH was adjusted to approximately

pK'2) by addition of a few hundredths of a ml of 0.02 N Na2CO3. This

brought the alkalinity to approximately 0.005 meq/l. Then 10-15 mg

of reagent grade NaHCO3 were placed in a dry, gas-tight, 2.5 ml

Hamilton syringe (Hamilton l002-LT) and about 0.3 ml of CO2 free

distilled water was pulled into the syringe to dissolve the salt. The

NaHCO3 was injected slowly into the test solution. The solution was

stirred for five minutes and the electrode potential was then recorded

for five minutes in the ibsence of stirring. At least five additions of
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NaHCO3 were made to establish that a constant pH had been obtained.

The final total alkalinity was about 3.5 meq/l.

A Sargent/Jena (Sargent #S-30050-15C) glass electrode and a

Sargent/Jena (Sargent #S-30080-1SC) reference electrode with a

porous ceramic plug liquid junction were used. They were standard-

ized with the NBS buffers 185d (pH = 4.008 at 25°C) and 186- 1-b and

186-11-b (pH = 7.413 at 25°C). The sensitivity of the circuitwas

i 0.01 my.

Calculations and Results

The measured values of (pK'
1

+ pK'2) are presented in the fifth

column of Table 6. These values were then corrected for dilution

during the titration by use of the equation

0.4343 d(K'1K'2)
dpH=- (44)

2 K' K'12
with

8(K'1K'2)
+

8(K'1K'2) 2+ a(K'1K'2) 2+d(Na )+d(K'1K'2)
8(Na+) a(Mg2)

d(Mg )+
8(CaZ+)

d(Ca

(45)

+ 2+ 2+d(Na ), d(Mg ) and d(Ca ) are the changes in free metal concen-

trations due to dilution. A concentrated titrant was not used to pre-

vent precipitation of CaCO3 which would occur in low magnesium

solutions (Pytkowicz, 1965).
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The dependence of K 1K' on the metal ion concentrations,

needed in equation (45) and for the first iterative step in the deter-

mination of the K's is of the general form given by equation (41).

Therefore, preliminary solutions for K"1K"2 and the K' s of the

system of equations

[ K'1K'2]

afoj
= K"1K"2[ 1+Kco

3 3
(Nat) +Kgco (Mg2) (Ca)

L
(46)

were sought where i refers to the test solutions of varying composi-

tion that were used to determine K' K'2. The uncorrected values of

K' K' the free metal concentrations (corrected for sulfate associa-

tion using the results of Pytkowicz and Kester, 1969), f0 from the
2

CO2 solubility data of Markham and Kobe (1941) and aH obtained
2

from the osmotic coefficient data of Robinson and Stokes (1968) and

the additivity relation of Robinson and Bower (1965), were used in

the preliminary estimate of the association constants.

A linear dependence of K' 1K'2 on the metal concentration is

expected in binary solutions if there is no triple ion formation, as

was shown for bicarbonate ions (in Chapter III). The preliminary

results showed that K'lKtZ/aH was not linear with the metal
2 2

concentration but had a definite curvature and, therefore, the forma-

tion of triple ions was incorporated into the model. This was done by

adding various triple ions to the system (46) and solving it on a



computer for the least squares values of the K*?s The criteria for

acceptable models were that they describe the data within the precision

of the measured values of KT 1K'
2

and that all of the association con-

stants be positive. Species such as Mg(G03)22 were not considered

because the cation concentrations were much larger than (GO32).

The system of equations that satisfied the above conditions was

r
K'1K'2

Ia f*

J

= KTT1 K"2[ 1 +KaGO (Na+)

LHZ0 GOZ

2+ 2
(Ga ) +K+K;:g 0(Mg2 +)2

Ga2GO3 i
(Ga2]

(47)

and its counterpart without the species Ga2GO3Z+. Thus, the following

species appear to be present in seawater: Na+, Mg2t Ga2t NaGO3,

MgGO30, GaGO30, Mg2GO3Z+, MgGaGO32 and perhaps Ga2GO3Z+.

The possible presence of Ca2GO3Z+ will be discussed later.

The system (47) yielded values of the K*I s which were used in

(44) and (45) to obtain corrected values of --(pK'1 + pKT2) shown in the

sixth column of Table 6. The corrected values of K'1K'2 and the free

metal concentrations were then used to obtain the association con-

stants presented in Table 7 (Model 2). Model 1 was obtained by

assuming that Ga2GO3Z+ is not important as the curvature of K'1K'2/

versus (GaZ+) in NaGl-GaG12 solutions is weak and the data



Table 7. Carbonate association constants at 25°C, one atmosphere and
0.72 ionic strength. The procedure for estimating the uncer-
tainty of the values is presented in the text.

As sociation Model 1- Model 2**
Constant

16
K"1K'12 x 10

Kgco

KgCo
K

KCO
KQ41gCaco

0.4866 ± 0.008

4.25 ± 0.03

112.3 ± 0.5

386.6 ± 1.7

279.6 :1: 0.5

1042. ± 4.

4.25 ± 0.03

112.3 ± 0.5

386.6 ± 1.7

162.3 ± 0.1

2597. ± 15.

1040. ± 4.

* Model 1 contains the soecies GO32, NaCO3, MgCO30, Mg2CO3Z+,

CaCO3° and MgCaCO3t

** Model 2 contains the species CO NaCO3, MgCO30, Mg2CO3Z+,

CaCO30, Ca2CO3Z+ and MgCaCd32t

can be represented by using only the CaCO3° ion pairs.

The values of f0, aHOy (Na+), (MgZ+) and (CaZ+) used in

the calculations are presented in Table 6 and a plot of KT1K'2/

aHOfO versus (MgZ+) in NaG1-MgC12 mixtures is shown in Figure 4.

To test the assumption that f0 is constant in the chloride
2

solutions the solubility of CO2 was determined in NaCl-MgC12 solutions

having an ionic strength of 0.72. The results of the solubility deter-
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strength.
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minations and the calculated values of f0 are presented in Table 8.
2

Within the precision of these measurements, f0 is constant to
2

within three percent in the NaCl-MgC12 test solutions.

The sensitivity of the association constants to the precision of

K1lK1Z/aHOfO shown in Table 7, was obtained by varying the

corrected values of K'lK'Z/aH by plus or minus one standard
2 2

deviation.

The distribution of carbonate species in seawater of 34. 8%o

salinity at 25°C is shown in Table 9. The calculation procedure, for

NaCO3 for example, was done as follows. (C032)T can be

represented by

(C032)T = (CO32)+(NaCO3)+(MgCO3°)+(CaCO3°)+(Mg2CO32)

Also,

+(Ca2CO32)+(MgCaCO32)

= (C032)[ 1 +K*NaCO+K (Mg2+)+K* (Ca2)
3

MgCO3 CaCO3

2+2+Kjg 20M) Ca2COa )

(48)

(NaCO3) =
K*(Na)(CO2) (49)
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Table 8. Solubility of CO2 at 25°C in distilled water and NaCl-MgC12
solutions having an ionic strength of 0.72.

S *

Solution mmoles/l CO
2

Distilled water 31.7
32.3
33.2
32.0
32.5

0.72 m NaCl 27.0 1.20

0. 36 m NaCl-0. 12 m MgC12 27.0 1. 20

0.24 mMgCl2 28.8 1.13
28.3 1.14

Table 9. Percentage distribution of the carbonate species in seawater
of 34.8%o salinity at 25°C.

Species Garrels and Thompson

(C032) 8.8

(NaCO3) 17.2

(MgCO30) 67.8

(Mg2CO32 )

(CaCO30) 6.3

(Ca2CO3Z+)

(Mg C aC 032+)

Present work
Model 1 Model 2

8.2 8.7

16.2 17.4

43.9 47.2

7.3 7.9

20.7 12.9

1.9

3.7 4.0
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and the fraction of (CO32 )T present as (NaCO3 ) is obtained by

dividing (49) by (48).

iI__ -

The validity of the present results for seawater was tested by

measuring K' 1K'2 in a solution with the major ion composition of sea-

water and comparing it to K 1K
2

calculated from an equation such as

(47) with the association constants obtained in this work and shown in

Table 7. The measured values of K'1K'2 were 8.02 x 10_i and

8.13 x iol6. The values predicted from models 1 and 2 (see Table 7)

were 7.87x 1O16 and 7.33 x 1016, respectively. Thus, model i

leads to a better prediction, good to within three percent, of the

measured value of K'1K'2.

In Table 10 the values of the stoichiometric carbonate associa-

tion constants determined in this work are compared to the values

derived from Garrels and Thompson (i962) and the values reported

by Butler and Huston (1970).

The value for K' agrees with the value calculated fromNaG 03

Garrels and Thompson' s results but is larger than the values reported

by Butler and Huston. The reason for the disagreement with Butler

and Huston is not known but may be due to different assumptions used

to derive the values of K* In the present work the variation of
NaG 03

the apparent dissociation constants of carbonic acid in NaC1 and



Table 10. Comparison of stoichiometric carbonate as sociation constants at 2500.

Present results

Garrels and Thompson

Butler and Huston

Ionic K K*
strength aCO3 MgCO3 K{gCo CaCO3 K:aco Kc,igcaco

0.72

0.66

0.5

1.0

4.25 112.3

4.16 160.

1.38 ± 0.5

1.86 ± 0.3

162.3

78.

2597. 1040.3

u-I
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Na2SO4 solutions of the same effective ionic strength has been inter-

preted in terms of ion association between the sodium and carbonate

ions while Butler and Huston have related the variation of the mean

activity coefficient of NaC1 in NaC1-Na2CO3 solutions to sodium ion

association with the carbonate ion, These two methods may not lead

to the same value for K if other factors (such as hydration,
a

polarization or variation of the dielectric constant of the solvent) are

important but have not been included in the chemical models.

The results for magnesium ion association with the carbonate

ion differ from Garrels and Thompson's in that triple ions are included

in addition to the ion pairs. For this reason, the values of the stoi-

chiometric association constants are not directly comparable. How-

ever, as can be seen in Table 9, the results of Garrels and Thompson

indicate that 67.8 percent of the carbonate ion in seawater is associated

with magnesium while the results of model 1 suggest that 54. 9 percent

is.

The present results indicate that calcium ion association with

the carbonate ion is much more important than Garrels and Thompson' s

results would suggest. From model 1, 24. 4 percent of the carbonate

ion is associated with calcium while Garrels and Thompson estimate

6.3 percent.

Mehrbach, Culberson, Hawley and Pytkowicz (in preparation)

have redetermined the values of K' and K'
2

in natural seawater and
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find a value of K' 1K'
2

= 8. 09 x 1 o
16 in seawater of 37. 6%o salinity at

25°C. This value agrees well with the value predicted from the ion

association model.

The ion association model can also be used to explain the solu-

bility of calcium carbonate in seawater. The apparent solubility

product of calcium carbonate is given by the equation K' =

where K° is the thermodynamic solubility product and f is
p

the total ion activity coefficient. The total carbonate ion activity

coefficient can be calculated from the association model since

k2 (K0lK0Z/KhlKtZ)aHQfO. From the results of this work,

k2 = 0.031 and Kester and Pytkowicz (1969) give a value of 0.23 for

the total activity coefficient of the calcium ion. Thus, using Langmuir's

(1968) estimate of the thermodynamic solubility product of calcite, the

apparent solubility product of calcite in seawater of 34. 8%o salinity at

25°C is 0.56 o6 which agrees well with Maclntyre's(1965) mea-

sured value of 0.54 x 10

The value of the total carbonate ion activity coefficient calculated

above is larger than the value calculated from Garrels and Thompson' s

(1962) results and the value measured by Berner (1965). Garrels and

Thompson' s estimate of the free carbonate ion activity coefficient may

be too low due to potassium association with carbonate ion. Berner's

measured value may be too low due to failure to reach equilibrium in

his experiments.
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V. THE CHEMICAL SPECIES IN SEAWATER AT 25°C

AND ONE ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE

Garrels and Thompson (1962) made the first comprehensive

estimate of the concentrations of the major chemical species in sea-

water at 25°C and one atmosphere pressure. They used thermo-

dynamic dissociation constants and estimated the values of the activ-

ity coefficients of the individual species. The mean salt method was

used to calculate the activity coefficients of the free ions and all

uncharged ion pairs, and univalent ion pairs were assumed to have

activity coefficients of 1. 1 3 and 0. 68, respectively. Their chemical

model provided an explanation for the small activity coefficients of

the bicarbonate and carbonate ions in seawater and the solubility of

CaSO in artificial seawater.

Pytkowicz and Kester (1969) and Kester and Pytkowicz (1968,

1969) experimentally determined the stoichiometric association con-

stants for sulfate ion pair formation with sodium, magnesium and

calcium in concentrated electrolyte solutions having the ionic strength

of seawater, Kester and Pytkowicz (1969) recalculated the distribu-

tion of the chemical species in seawater using their values for the

sulfate association constants and Garrels and Thompson's estimates

of the bicarbonate and carbonate association constants. They found

significantly more NaSO4 formation than Garrels and Thompson but



about the same amount of MgSO4° and CaSO4° formation.

The stojchjometric association constants for bicarbonate and

carbonate ion association with sodium, magnesium and calcium have

been determined in concentrated solutions having the ionic strength of

seawater and these results were presented in Chapters III and IV. In

this chapter a chemical model will be presented which was calculated

by using the experimentally determined association constants for

sulfate, bicarbonate and carbonate association with sodium, magnesium

and calcium.

Calculation Procedures

The calculation procedures used to determine the speciation of

the major constituents of seawater were similar to those used by

Kester and Pytkowicz (1969). Equations for calculating the free ion

concentrations were derived from the equations expressing the total

molality of an ion as the sum of the molalities of its species, and

from the definitions of the stoichiometric ion association constants.

For example, the total sodium ion concentration is

(Na)T (NAt) + (NaSO4 ) + (NaHCO30) + (NaCO3)

and the stoichiometric association constants are

=
NaSO4 (NaSO4)/[(Na)(SO42)]



and

KNCO = (NaHCO3°)/[(NaHCO3°)(HCO3)]

NaCO3
(NaCO3)/[(Na)(CO32)J
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Combination of these equations yields the following expression for the

free sodium ion concentration:

(Nat) =
(Na)T

[1 + K* (SOZ) + K* (HCO) + KaCO3(CO32)]

Similar expressions for the remaining free ion concentrations were:

(Mg2) =

(Ca2) =

(Mg2)

Ii + Kgso (SO4Z ) + K;lgHCo (HCO3 ) + Kgco(CO32)

+K* (F)+2KMgF

+

(Ca)T
[1 + K* (SO

Z)
+ (HCO) + K GO (GO2)

CaSO4 4

+ K* (F) + K* (MgZ+)(C032)]
CaF MgCaCO3



(K

(SO42) =

(HCO3) =

(K)T

{i +Kso(SO42)J

(SO42
T

[i +K* (Na+)+K* (MgZ+)+K* (Ga2)
CaSO4NaSO4 MgSO4

+ Kso(K)]

(HCO3)T

[1 (CaZ+)]
CaHGO

3

(G032)T
(GO32) =

{ 1 +K* (Na+)+K* 0(MgZ+)+K0(Ca2+)
NaCO3 Mg

(F)

*+ K (MgZ+)(GaZ+)]
MgCaCO3

(F)T

[i +K* (MgZ+) +K' (CaZ+)]
CaFMg F

The stoichiometric association constants used in the calculation

of the chemical model at 25°C are presented in Table 11. The con-

stants for sulfate association with sodium, magnesium and calcium



Table 11 . Values of the stoichiometric association constants used to calculate the major chemical
species in seawater of 34.8%o salinity at 25°C.

Na

2+
Mg

2+Ca

SO HCO3 CO Mg2CO3 MgCaCO3Z+F

2.02 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 0.01

10.2 ± 0.5 1.62±0.03

10.8 ± 0.7

1. 03

1.96 ± 0.03

4.25 ± 0.03

112.3 ± 0.5

279.6 ± 0.5

386.6 ± 1.7 1042. ± 4. 18.8

4. 2
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were obtained from the results of Pytkowicz and Kester (1969) and

Kester and Pytkowicz (1968, 1969). The potassium sulfate association

constant was calculated from Garrels and Thompso& s (1962) esti-

mates of the free ion activity coefficients and the thermodynamic

association constant. The constants for bicarbonate and carbonate

association were from the results in Chapters III and IV (Tables 3

and 7) and the magnesium and calcium fluoride association constants

were taken from Elgquist (1970).

Initially, the total metal concentrations were used to calculate

approximate free anion concentrations. The free anion concentra-

tions were then used to calculate improved estimates of the free

metal concentrations. The iterations were continued until all of the

free anion concentrations changed by less than 0. 001 percent on

successive iterations. The distribution of the species was expressed

as percentages of each ion present as free and ion paired species.

The uncertainties in the calculated distributions were determined by.

varying the experimentally determined association constants by the

amounts shown in Table 11.

The results of these calculations are presented in Table 12.

Discussion

The results in Table 12 indicate that the distributions of the

cations are not substantially different from those of Kester and
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Table 12. Ionic species in 34.8%o salinity seawater at 25°C calculated
from the stoichiometric association constants. The proce-
dure for estimating the uncertaintyof the values is presented in

Na+ MgZ+ CaZ+

Total molality

% Free metal

% MSO

% MHCO

% MCO3

% Mg2CO

% MgCaCO

%MF

Total molality

% Free anion

%NaX

%MgX

%CaX

%lcx

% Mg2CO

% MgCaCO3

0.4822 0.05489 0.01063 0.01062

97.7 ± 0.0 89.2 ± 0.3 88.5 ± 0.5 98.9

2.2 ± 0.0 10.3 ± 0.3 10.8 0.5 1.1

0.1 ± 0.0 0.3± 0.0 0.3± 0.0

0.0± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.3± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0

0.1 0.0

SO42 HCO3 CO2 F

0.02906 0.00213 0.000171 0.000080

39.0± 0.6 81.3± 0.4 8.0± 0.0 51.0

37.1 ± 0.1 10.7 ± 0.3 16.0± 0.1

19.5 ± 0.6 6.5 ± 0.1 43.9 ± 0.0 47,0

4.0± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.0 21.0± 0.1 2.0

0.4

the text.

7.4± 0.0

3.8 ± 0.0



Pytkowicz (1969). They calculated that 0. 6 percent of the total

magnesium and the total calcium was associated while the present

results show that 0. 3 percent of each metal is. They also found that

0.07 percent of the total calcium ion was associated with the carbonate

ion but the present calculations indicate that 0. 4 percent is. Because

of the redistribution of the bicarbonate and carbonate species the free

magnesium ion concentration is 0. 2 percent higher than Kester and

Pytkowicz calculated and the present results do not account for the

small discrepancy that they observed between the measured and cal-

culated percentages of free magnesium and free calcium ions. The

discrepancy that they observed may be due to experimental

uncertainties.

The distributions of the anions presented in Table 12 are

significantly different from the values calculated by Kester and

Pytkowicz (1969). They found that 70. 0 percent of the total bicarbonate

ion concentration was present as the free ion whereas the results in

Table 12 indicate that 81. 3 percent is unassociated. The main source

for this difference lies in the extent of association between the bicar-

bonate and magnesium ions. Kester and Pytkowicz calculated that

17. 8 percent of the total bicarbonate ion concentration was associated

with the magnesium ion but the present results indicate that only 6. 5

percent is. The carbonate ion spec iation differs from Kester and

Pytkowicz' s results because they did not consider triple ion species in
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their calculations. The present results for the total amount of carbon-

ate ion that is associated agree well with the results of Kester and

Pytkowicz. They reported 9. 1 percent free carbonate compared to

8. 0 percent calculated in this work. However, the present results

indicate that over 11 percent of the total carbonate ion concentration is

present in the form of triple ions. The Mg2CO32
+ species represents

7. 4 percent of the total carbonate while the MgCaCO3 species

accounts for 3. 8 percent. According to the results in Table 12 the

CaCO3° ion pair represents a larger fraction of the total carbonate ion

concentration than Kester and Pytkowicz estimated. They found that

6. 4 percent of the total carbonate ion concentration was associated

with the calcium ion whereas the present results indicate that 21. 0

percent is. The presence of triple ions and the greater extent of

carbonate ion association with calcium found in the present work are

compensated for by a smaller amount of magnesium association corn-

pared to the results of Kester and Pytkowicz, and it is this fact that

accounts for the good agreement found in the total extent of carbonate

ion association. Kester and Pytkowicz calculated that 67. 3 percent of

the total carbonate ion concentration was present in seawater as the

MgCO3° species while the present calculations yield a value of 43. 9

percent.

The present calculations yield the same value for the effective

ionic strength of the 34. 8%o salinity seawater as Kester and Pytkowicz



(1969) found. The major changes in the distribution of the chemical

species do not affect the calculated effective ionic strength because

the bicarbonate and carbonate ion concentrations are low relative to

the total ion concentration of seawater.

A comparison of the present results with those of Garrels and

Thompson (1962) indicates differences in the extent of sulfate associa-

tion and in bicarbonate and carbonate association. The differences

in the extent of sulfate association are the same as those reported by

Kester and Pytkowicz (1969) because the association constants of

Pytkowicz and Kester (1969) and Kester and Pytkowicz (1968, 1969)

were used in the present calculations. The differences in the extent

of bicarbonate and carbonate association reflect the use of the associa-

tion constants based on the present work. The distribution of the

bicarbonate and carbonate species have been compared to the results

of Garrels and Thompson in Chapters III and IV.

Kester and Pytkowicz (1969) have shown that the ion association

model is useful for interpreting the differences between the activity

coefficients of ions measured in single salt solutions and in seawater.

In Chapter III it was shown that the value of the first apparent dissocia-

tion constant of carbonic acid in seawater could be explained by con-

sidering ion association between the bicarbonate ion and the sodium,

magnesium and calcium ions. In Chapter IV, ion association was

shown to account for the observed values of the product of the first
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and second apparent dissociation constants of carbonic acid and the

apparent solubility product of calcium carbonate in seawater. Future

theoretical and experimental work on the ionic interactions in concen-

trated electrolyte solutions will be required to determine whether the

ion association model of seawater is physically realistic or whether

it is a convenient means of representing some chemical properties of

seawater.
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